
AVONAIR

Question
What do APR, PAPR, SCBA and CUR mean?
Answer
APR:  APR stands for Air Purifying Respirator.  An APR has 
negative pressure generated by a user breathing, which passes 
ambient air through filters and into a face piece. 
PAPR: PAPR stands for Powered Air Purifying Respirator. In a 
PAPR, a blower passes ambient air through filters and into a face 
piece.
SCBA: SCBA stands for Self Contained Breathing Apparatus.  In 
an SCBA, clean air is released from a worn pressurized cylinder 
into a face piece.
CUR: CUR stands for Combination Unit Respirator. A CUR is a 
device that combines into one unit the functions of an SCBA 
with APR, PAPR or both.

Question
What makes AvonAir family of products different to 
other powered air offerings?
Answer
The modular components of the AvonAir products can be con-
figured into a Low Flow Powered Respirator, high Flow PAPR or 
Combination PAPR/SCBA.  Benefits include:

• Modules can be purchased from different budgets / grants
• Common accessories for modules
• Managing maintenance is far easier for one system
• Filters and APRs are also modular – no need to purchase 

different (CS-PAPR needs positive pressure capable mask)
• Users can adjust for mission requirements - full SCBA 

protection level with full combined ensemble, or reduce to 
APR protection level but at a fraction of the weight

Question
What filters can be used with AvonAir?
Answer
All units are CBRN certified with the CBRNCF50 canister in the 
conformal configuration.  The CBRNCF50 canister is the filter 
certified with the C50, FM53 and FM54 masks. When the user 
coverts the canister to make it conformal, the new configura-
tion meets NIOSH CBRN approval as the CBRNCF50i. 

 The units will take non-certified filters due to using the RD40 
thread and will blow air. If non-certified filters are used, please 
be aware that other functions such as restriction alarms may 
not function properly and battery life runtime claims will not be 
valid.

Question
How do I order AvonAir systems?
Answer
It is recommended to use the configurator part number system 
when ordering an AvonAir to ensure all of the necessary mod-
ules and instructions are included. You are able to add accesso-
ries, masks and filters to a configuration. 

Core product DOR is valid for configured systems.

Question
Are AvonAir products Berry Compliant?
Answer
Some covers and harnesses used in the NIOSH certified configu-
rations are sourced offshore. Please contact Avon for advice and 
options on specific requirements.
 
Question
Are the products for use in potential explosive gas 
environments?
Answer
The products have been tested with CBRN filters and as an MP-
PAPR, the unit passes the MIL STD 810 Method 511.5, Procedure 
I, Explosive Atmosphere test.

These products do not have an intrinsic safety rating. Please 
register interest in this requirement with Avon Protection.
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Question
How do I know if the batteries are low or I have a 
blockage?
Answer
The following alarms will function in any AvonAir configuration: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fault Condition Buzzer Output

Restricted Flow Beeps every 1s

High Resistance Beeps every 15s

Low Battery Double Beep every 15s

 
Avon EZAir

Question
Who should use an Avon EZAir and when?
Answer
• Military, civil authority, corrections
• Activities more than 10 minutes
• Low metabolic rate activities
• Warm and hot environments

Question
What benefits does an Avon EZAir provide the 
wearer?
Answer
• Reduced thermal stress
• Reduced breathing burden for low metabolic rate activities
• Extra comfort of blown air into the face piece
• Smallest available CBRN powered air unit

Question
What is included in an Avon EZAir system?
Answer
Included in Base System of the Avon EZAir system are the Avon 
EZAir blower, Avon EZAir carriers, Universal Hose cover, and a 
Flow Meter.
For the Avon EZAir one must select a battery and Avon filter as 
well as use with an Avon mask.

Question
Is the Avon EZAir classified as a Powered Air 
Purifying Respirator (PAPR)?
Answer
  Avon Protection considers the Avon EZAir a Breath Assist Air   
Purifying Respirator (BA APR).

It is tested and approved at NIOSH as an APR and has had some 
additional tests with the blower turned on. It meets most re-
quirements of a PAPR with a key exception being flow rate.

Lower airflow is suitable for low metabolic rate activities only.

Question
What certification does the Avon EZAir have?
Answer
The Avon EZAir meets the requirements of NIOSH CBRN APR 
and CE mark.

Avon plans to submit CTCF50 with the system for NIOSH evalua-
tion against the CS/CN/P100 in the near future.
 
Question
What masks and filters are certified with the Avon 
EZAir?
Answer 
The Avon EZAir is currently certified with the C50 and FM54 
APRs.
The system is currently certified with the CBRNCF50 filter for 
CBRN. This same filter is certified as CBRNCF50i when config-
ured as a conformal filter.
We anticipate having approval soon for the Avon EZAir with the 
CTCF50 filter for CS & CN riot gasses.

Question
What is the operational run time of Avon EZAir from 
each battery pack?
 
Answer
The operational run time with the 1400 batteries is more than 
4 hours.   The operational run time with the 2600 batteries is 
more than 8 hours.
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Question
What replaceable batteries does the Avon EZAir 
use, do I need to buy a certain brand?
Answer
The Avon EZAir uses 4x CR123 batteries.  The approved brands 
of battery are the Energizer EL123 or Duracell DL123.

Question
Can I change the battery pack while wearing Avon 
EZAir?
Answer 
In order to change the battery pack you will need to remove the 
Avon EZAir from the harness.  The Avon EZAir will power down 
during this change.

Question
Can I use my existing Avon EZAir batteries with the 
new generation Avon EZAir blower?
Answer
No, the batteries are not backwards compatible.

What is the life of Avon EZAir?
Answer
The life of the Avon EZAir is 10 years, which is extended to 20 
years with proper maintenance and service. 
Note: this is not a warranty period, please see warranty policy 
for more details.

Question
How quiet is Avon EZAir in operation?
Answer
The Avon EZAir is approximately 55 dBA measured at the ears 
with a waist mounted blower.

What does Avon EZAir protect against?
Answer 
The protection provided by the Avon EZAir is dependent on 
the filter being used with the system.  It is capable of protection 
against CBRN threats if used with the Avon CBRN filter.

Question
How do I wear Avon EZAir?
Answer 
The recommended way to wear the Avon EZAir is to use the 
system with the Avon supplied harness.  It is also recommended 
to route the hose over the shoulder. Alternative non-certified 
configurations are possible. 

Question
What is difference between the old Avon EZAir and 
new generation Avon EZAir?
Answer
The new generation Avon EZAir maintains a constant airflow 
rate with the approved filtration type. In the event of restricted 
airflow, the motor will adjust its speed accordingly to compen-
sate. 
Additionally, the new generation is lower profile with the ex-
haust is at 90° to the inlet. The new generation can be upgrad-
ed into a MP-PAPR or CS-PAPR.

Question
Can Avon EZAir be upgraded to work as a two filter 
PAPR?
Answer 
Yes, the Avon EZAir can be converted into an MP-PAPR system. 
The Avon EZAir will automatically increase air delivery suitable 
for two filters.

Question
Does the MP-PAPR use the same Avon EZAir unit?
Answer 
Yes, the MP-PAPR uses the same Avon EZAir unit however; 
larger batteries are required to run the higher-powered MP-
PAPR system.

Question
Can Avon EZAir alerts and alarms be turned off?
Answer 
Yes, the Avon EZAir can be put into stealth mode by a simple 
button press sequence that will disable all audible alerts.
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Question
Can I add a remote power switch to the Avon EZAir?
Answer
Yes, a remote power switch can be attached to the universal 
hose that facilitates the on/off function controlled by a switch 
mounted onto the hose near the mask connection.

Question
Can I use the Avon EZAir with the Combination 
Hose Module?
Answer
Although this will function safely, this is a non-certified configu-
ration and is not recommended. Alerts, alarms and battery life 
may not perform as intended with this configuration.

Question
Can I use a large capacity battery pack from the MP-
PAPR with Avon EZAir?
Answer
Yes; but this should be avoided as it will be a non-certified 
configuration.  It is also not compatible with the Avon harness 
system.

Question
How do I decontaminate the Avon EZAir?
Answer
If exposed to contaminants, the system should be decontami-
nated or decommissioned according to government and local 
environmental regulations or operating procedures.

Question
How do I test the flow rate of the Avon EZAir before 
use?
Answer
A flow meter is supplied for a simple user check. 

Question
What parts are user replaceable on the Avon EZAir?
Answer
For the Avon EZAir the user replaceable parts include the re-
placement gasket kits and replaceable battery cells.

Question
Can I fit the Avon EZAir directly to my mask without 
a hose?
Answer
No, you should not fit the Avon EZAir to the mask without a 
hose, as this will put too much weight in the face seal.
 

MP-PAPR

Question
Who should use an MP-PAPR and when?
Answer
The MP-PAPR is ideal for Military and civil authority. The MP-
PAPR performs with activities more than 10 minutes, with high 
metabolic rate activities, situations where high levels of protec-
tion are required, in hazardous, warm and hot environments.

Question
What benefits does an MP-PAPR provide the 
wearer?
Answer
The benefits of the MP-PAPR include:
• Comfortable to wear
• Reduced thermal stress
• Reduced breathing burden for high metabolic rate activities
• Extra comfort of blown air into the face piece
• Improved protection factor over Avon EZAir

Question
Why wear an MP-PAPR over an Avon EZAir for 
protection?
Answer
The MP-PAPR enables use during high metabolic rate activities.  
It also provides an improved protection factor. Approx. 2000 in-
creases to 10,000 (note: PF as measured by Avon differs to OSHA 
Assigned Protection Factor).

Question
What certification does the MP-PAPR have?
Answer
The MP-PAPR meets the requirements of NIOSH CBRN PAPR  
and CE mark.

Avon plans to submit CTCF50 with the system for NIOSH  
evaluation against the CS/CN/P100 in the near future.
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Question
What is included in the MP-PAPR systems?
Answer
An MP-PAPR Base System includes:
• Avon EZAir blower
• Flexible PAPR Module
• PAPR back carrier
• Universal Hose and cover
• Flow Meter
• Recommend Remote Power Switch
 
For the MP-PAPR one must select a battery and Avon filter as 
well as use with an Avon mask.

Question
Why does the MP-PAPR have a flexible body and 
not a rigid plastic body like other PAPRs?
Answer
 The flexible body of the MP-PAPR provides excellent shock re-
sistance, multiple wear positions, allows the PAPR to conform to 
the body, is low profile, comfortable and distributes the weight 
on the user.

Question
What material is the flexible body of the MP-PAPR 
made from?
Answer
The MP-PAPR is made from CBRN resistant Butyl blend; the 
same material used to make our APR.

Question
Can I add modules to the MP-PAPR to make it a CS-
PAPR?
Answer
Yes, a combination hose, harness and positive pressure enabled 
mask are required to make an MP-PAPR into a CS-PAPR.

Question
Can I use the first generation Avon EZAir with the 
MP-PAPR module?
Answer
No, only the latest generation Avon EZAir units can be convert-
ed into an MP-PAPR.
 

Question
Can I convert my MP-PAPR into an Avon EZAir?
Answer
Yes, an Avon EZAir harness and low energy battery are required 
to convert an MP-PAPR into an Avon EZAir.

Question
What is the operational run time of MP-PAPR from 
each battery pack?
Answer
The operational run time of an MP-PAPR with 2800 batteries are 
more than 4 hours.  The 5200 batteries have a run time of more 
than 8 hours with the MP-PAPR.

Question
How do I charge the re-chargeable battery packs?
Answer
Avon supplies a charger using mains power for rechargeable 
batteries.

Question
Can I use the smaller Avon EZAir battery packs with 
the MP-PAPR?
Answer
Yes; but this should be avoided as it will be a non-certified con-
figuration and will also reduce run-time.

Question
What masks and filters are MP-PAPR certified with?
Answer
The Avon MP-PAPR  is currently certified with the C50, FM53 
and FM54 APRs. 

The system is currently certified with the CBRNCF50 in the 
conformal configuration. When the user coverts the canister to 
make it conformal, the new configuration meets NIOSH CBRN 
approval as the CBRNCF50i. 

Avon plans to submit CTCF50 with the system for NIOSH evalua-
tion against the CS/CN/P100 in the near future.
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Question
How do I wear the MP-PAPR?
Answer
It is recommended and certified to be use the MP-PAPR with the 
Avon supplied back harness.  It is also recommended to route 
the hose over the shoulder.

Alternative non-certified configurations are possible

Question
Is there a PALS / MOLLE wear option?
Answer
The SCBA harness that comes with the CS-PAPR and is available 
to purchase as a spare doubles as a MOLLE harness.  The cylin-
der straps can be removed to reduce snag hazards.

No MOLLE worn PAPRs are NIOSH certified configurations

Question
How do I decontaminate the MP-PAPR?
Answer
If exposed to contaminants, the MP-PAPR system should be 
decontaminated or decommissioned according to government 
and local environmental regulations or operating procedures.

Question
Do the alarms and operation work the same as the 
Avon EZAir?
Answer
Yes, all alarms function regardless of AvonAir configuration 
used.

Question
How do I test flow rate of the MP-PAPR before use?
Answer
A flow meter is supplied for a simple user check.

Question
Can other manufacturer’s filters fit on the MP-PAPR?
Answer
It is not recommended – only in emergencies; any NATO RD40 
thread will connect but this should be avoided as it will not be a 
NIOSH approved configuration and some system functionality 
may be lost.

Question
What parts are user replaceable on the MP-PAPR?
Answer
The replaceable parts for the MP-PAPR are the replacement 
gasket kits and replaceable battery cells.

Question
Is the MP-PAPR waterproof or can it be submerged?
Answer
Fully assembled and as worn the MP-PAPR will function in wet 
conditions as long as water ingress into the filters is minimal.  
Do not submerge the system in any liquids.

Question
Why over time does the rubber surface on the MP-
PAPR appear to bloom or look waxy?
Answer
This bloom is protection against atmospheric ozone that is built 
into the rubber compound. This is normal and it is safe to use.

Question
Why has Avon incorporated a hydration bladder 
pocket within the MP-PAPR back mounted carrier 
system?
Answer
Non-certified hydration bladder option is available that inte-
grates with the PAPR and connects to the Avon mask.

Question
How has Avon created a crush resistant, lightweight 
and flexible air hose?
Answer
The breathing hose is constructed from composite layers that 
provide different properties.

Question
When I removed the Avon EZAir from the MP-PAPR 
module there is less airflow, why?
Answer
The Avon EZAir will detect that it has been detached and re-
duce delivery suitable for use with a single filter. 
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Question
Is the MP-PAPR flame hardened, can I use this is in a 
fire situation?
Answer
The MP-PAPR meets EN 12942 Heat & Flame. The MP-PAPR is not 
for use as a firefighting respirator.

CS-PAPR

Question
Who should use a CS-PAPR and when?
Answer
The CS-PAPR is ideal for Military and civil authority. The CS-PAPR 
performs in low oxygen environments, in environments where 
non-traditional or changing threats are present, with high 
metabolic rate activities, IDLH atmospheres (OSHA mandates 
use of SCBA’s), 
Situations where high levels of protection are required, and in 
hazardous environments.

Question
What benefits does a CS-PAPR with SCBA provide 
the wearer?
Answer
The benefits of a CS-PAPR with SCBA include: 

• Rapid switch between APR, PAPR and SCBA
• Highest protection factor with a face piece system when in 

SCBA mode
• Maximum time on target with SCBA protection
• Can deconstruct into MP-PAPR or Avon EZAir system
• Reduced thermal stress
• Reduced breathing burden for high metabolic rate activities
• Extra comfort of blown air into the face piece
• The CS-PAPR is not NIOSH approved with an SCBA
 
Note: the CS-PAPR is any configuration other than the PAPR 
back harness is not NIOSH approved.

Question
Can I use a short duration SCBA tank with the CS-
PAPR?
Answer
This option is currently not available with the CS-PAPR.  Please 
register interest with Avon.

Question
What certification does the CS-PAPR have?
Answer
The CS-PAPR is a NIOSH approved CBRN PAPR as MP-PAPR with 
combo hose (no NIOSH standard for combination units).  It also 
holds the CE mark.
NFPA 1987 is under development – this new standard will dual 
certify combination unit respirators to NFPA and NIOSH.

Question
What is included in the CS-PAPR systems?
Answer
Please note the CS-PAPR does not include an SCBA. 

The CS-PAPR Base System includes:
• Avon EZAir blower
• Flexible PAPR Module
• SCBA PAPR Harness (note: not a NIOSH approved harness)
• Combination Hose and cover w/ built in mode selector
• Flow Meter
• PAPR Back Harness (NIOSH approved harness as an MP-PAPR)  

For the CS-PAPR, one must select a battery and Avon filter as 
well as use with an Avon mask. Auto Filter Covers option is avail-
able to seal filters from atmosphere when in SCBA mode.

Question
Why does the rotary mode select show PAPR to APR 
to SCBA?

Answer
APR:  APR stands for Air Purifying Respirator.  An APR has 
negative pressure generated by a user breathing, which passes 
ambient air through filters and into a face piece. 
PAPR: PAPR stands for Powered Air Purifying Respirator. In a 
PAPR, a blower passes ambient air through filters and into a face 
piece.
SCBA: SCBA stands for Self Contained Breathing Apparatus.  In 
an SCBA, clean air is released from a worn pressurized cylinder 
into a face piece.
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Question
What happens if I run out of SCBA air?
Answer
The system will always default to APR mode when SCBA air or 
PAPR power is diminished.

Question
What happens if I run out of battery power when in 
PAPR mode?
Answer
The system will always default to APR mode when PAPR power 
or SCBA air is diminished.

Question
Why is it important to correctly position the ‘S’ 
shape hose?
Answer
It is important to correctly position the hose as it facilitates 
unhindered full range of head motion.

Question
What parts are user replaceable on the CS-PAPR?
Answer
The replaceable parts on the CS-PAPR include the replacement 
gasket kits, replacement O-ring kits and replaceable battery 
cells.
 
Question
Can I use the CS-PAPR without an SCBA connected?
Answer
Yes, it is in fact NIOSH certified as a back worn PAPR with the 
combination hose disconnected from an SCBA. The combina-
tion hose cannot be used as an SCBA without the PAPR how-
ever.

Question
Can I upgrade the CS-PAPR with Auto Filter covers, 
how easy is this?
Answer
Yes, these can be easily set-up using the provided lock ring tool, 
and 2.5mm hexagonal wrench.  
Once set-up, filter covers do not require tools to connect or 
disconnect.

Question
How do the auto filter covers work?
Answer
If used with an SCBA, pressurized air activates pneumatic valves.  
If SCBA air is diminished, the pneumatic valves will default to 
open the filter covers.

Question
How can I tell if the auto filter cover is working 
correctly?
Answer
A red warning indicator is visible on top of the covers when not 
activated.

Question
What masks and filters are approved with the CS-
PAPR?
Answer
The FM53 and FM54 APRs are approved with the CS-PAPR.
The Avon CBRNCF50 filter is approved for the CS-PAPR.  

Question
Can other manufacturer’s filters fit on the CS-PAPR?
Answer
Yes, however, by using other manufacturer’s filters the CS-PAPR 
will no longer be a certified system.  This should be avoided, 
as approvals are filter specific to Avon and safety cannot be 
guaranteed.

Question
Do I need a special tool to add or remove the auto 
filters covers?
Answer
These can be easily set-up using the provided lock ring tool and 
2.5mm hexagonal wrench.
Once set-up, filter covers do not require tools to connect or 
disconnect.

Question
Is there a decontamination filter for CS-PAPR?
Answer
The Auto Filter Covers function as decon covers for the CS-
PAPR.
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